“THE FLOWRIDER IS ATTENTION GRABBING and our guests have so much fun trying it out regardless of their level of experience!”

Hyatt Hill Country, TX
WELCOME TO FLOWRIDER®

THE WORLD’S #1 SURFING ATTRACTION

Differentiate with a skill-based surf ride that generates excitement, attracts new visitors, and keeps them coming back for more.

FlowRider® Single  
FlowRider® Double  
FlowRider® Triple  
Wave in a Box  
LatiTube  
WaveOz
When you choose to purchase a FlowRider® from ADG you choose peace of mind knowing that you are purchasing the best stationary surf wave attraction available on the market.

**Numerous patents, incredible safety records, and dedicated FlowRider team members** around the globe all contribute to our strong brand following. Installed in over 200 locations around the world, only the FlowRider offers an unparalleled surfing experience sure to set your property apart.

FlowRider is **featured in the best of the best locations around the world** – from Six Flags, to Royal Caribbean, to the Waldorf Astoria, to your local municipal water park.
MORE THAN JUST A RIDE

Our dedication to product development has led to **continuous enhancements that have established industry standards** for stationary wave installations worldwide. With FlowRider, you are assured of receiving an attraction that will provide you with the **safest, most reliable, and highly sought** after surfing attraction available.

When you partner with ADG to purchase your FlowRider®, you **get more than just a ride**. Our expert designers and engineers customize **every aspect of your project** to fit your needs, taking you easily from ride concept to startup like no other company in the industry.

- Patented Product Features
- Experienced, Local Technicians
- Top Performance & Safety Records
- Increased Product Longevity
- Manufactured in the USA
- Year-Round Service & Support
THINK YOU KNOW FLOWRIDER®?
THINK AGAIN

The FlowRider’s® patented and cutting edge design offers riders of all ages the thrill of surfing regardless of proximity to an ocean.

Designed and engineered for a real world surfing experience, the FlowRider delivers the cool-as-ever surfing lifestyle direct to your venue.

THE MOST POPULAR SURFING ATTRACTION IN THE WORLD
Now Pick Your Ride

**Single**
High performance surf machine in a compact footprint.

- **Footprint**: 1,643 ft², 53' x 31'
- **Capacity**: 120 Rides/Hour
- **Power Requirements**: 250 AMPS, 104kW
- **Tank Volume**: 44,400 Gal

**Double**
Double the surf. Double the revenue.

- **Footprint**: 2,173 ft², 53' x 41'
- **Capacity**: 240 Rides/Hour
- **Power Requirements**: 400 AMPS, 208kW
- **Tank Volume**: 64,800 Gal

**Triple**
Three times the fun and ride capacity.

- **Footprint**: 2,226 ft², 53' x 52'
- **Capacity**: 360 Rides/Hour
- **Power Requirements**: 570 AMPS, 270kW
- **Tank Volume**: 55,746 Gal

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Wave in a box
Sheet wave technology in a self-contained unit.

- **FOOTPRINT**: 990 ft² - 1,188 ft²
- **CAPACITY**: 120-240 Rides/Hour
- **POWER REQUIREMENTS**: 360 AMPS 90 - 180kW
- **TANK VOLUME**: 15,000 - 19,000 Gal

LatiTube
A surfing attraction designed for the whole family.

- **FOOTPRINT**: 351 ft² - 518 ft²
- **CAPACITY**: 240 Rides/Hour
- **POWER REQUIREMENTS**: 120 - 225kW
- **TANK VOLUME**: 14,400 - 29,950 Gal

WaveOz
The world’s first 180 surf machine.

- **FOOTPRINT**: 7,068 ft² 62’ x 114’
- **CAPACITY**: 480 Rides/Hour
- **POWER REQUIREMENTS**: 1,365 AMPS 630kW
- **TANK VOLUME**: 200,000 Gal
What You Get

WITH FLOWRIDER

- Marketable, differentiating attraction
- High capacity in small compact footprint
- Fast dispatch rate of two riders every 30-seconds
- Higher throughput than 2 dropslides or a bowl slide
- Additional revenue through ride ticket sales
- A central hub for entertainment and F&B sales
- Sponsorship, event and retail opportunities
- Wide demographic appeal, ages 7+ and no weight restrictions
The FlowRider®’s perimeter padding system is a marvel of durability and safety. All of our rides are upholstered, just like that chair you’re sitting on. Our new proprietary padding system is not only safe, but is much easier to maintain. Plus it looks great!

Two-Guest Ride Divider
The patented FlowRider Flow Fence™ divider is a soft air-cushioned “fence” that allows you to safely deploy two or more riders at a time.

Patented Ride Surface
FlowRiders patented ride surface is the cornerstone of our success as it puts the rider’s safety first. No foam on the planet can catch you like a tensioned fabric or inflatable surface.
Max Recovery System
Designed for durability and guaranteeing soft landings, every surface is well padded all around. It’s extremely long lasting and virtually maintenance free.

Nozzle Flap Protection
Our nozzle flap is operated by a patented system that immediately closes when the ride turns off, enhancing rider safety by eliminating the risk of a rider coming in contact with the nozzle itself.

Pump Design
The FlowRider pumps are among the best available on the market. They are designed to be put in place and then left alone, with only minimal maintenance.
THE WORLD'S NUMBER ONE SURFING ATTRACTION

Indoors or out, there is no greater aquatic attraction available today that can generate as much excitement and revenue in as little space as the FlowRider®. Easily increase attendance and target the desirable family, teen and young adult demographics with the proven capability of a surf attraction.

SAMPLE FLOWRIDER INSTALLATIONS

HOTELS & RESORTS
Aquatopia at Camelback Resort, PA
Gaylord Palms Resort, FL
Great Wolf Lodge, CA
Hyatt Hill Country, TX
Jay Peak Resort, VT
Kalahari Resort, OH
Margaritaville Hotel & Resort, FL
Massanutten Resort, VA
Planet Hollywood, NV
Silver Mountain Resort, ID
Six Flags Great Escape Lodge, NY
Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort, MI
Westin Kierland Resort & Spa, AZ

WATERPARKS
Big Kahuna, FL
Camelbeach Mountain Waterpark, PA
EPIC Waterpark, TX
H2OBX, NC
Hershey Park, PA
Hurricane Alley Waterpark, TX
Myrtle Beach Waterpark, SC
Noah’s Ark, WI
Rapids Waterpark, FL
Sahara Sam’s, NJ
Six Flags Great America, IL
Six Flags Hurricane Harbor, TX
Splash Kingdom Waterpark, TX
SplashZone Waterpark, NJ
Surf ‘n’ Fun Waterpark, PR
Thundering Surf Waterpark, NJ
West ‘N’ Wild, CA
Wet ‘N’ Wild Splashtown, TX

MUNICIPALITIES
The Bay Waterpark, MO
Cascade Falls Aquatic Center, IA
The Cove Waterpark, CA
Discovery Island Waterpark, SC
Edina Aquatic Center, MN
Lindon Aquatics Center, UT
Monon Community Center, IN
Pawnee Plunge, NE
Pirate’s Bay Waterpark, TX
Republic Aquatic Center, MO
Snohomish Aquatic Center, WA
Water World, CO

INTERNATIONAL
Aquarama, Norway
Azam Waterpark, Tanzania
Happy Magic Water Cube, China
Thermas dos Laranjais, Brazil
Water Bom, Indonesia
Yas Waterworld, UAE
Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines

To learn more about FlowRider®, please visit or call
www.aquaticgroup.com/flowrider Cohoes, NY, USA +1.518.783.0038